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1 ABBREVIATIONS
Abbreviation
LTE
OOB

Explanation
LTE, an acronym for Long Term Evolution, marketed as 4G LTE, is a standard for
wireless communication of high-speed data for mobile phones and data terminals.
Out Of Band emissions from LTE sidebands

2 INTRODUCTION
In several regions, LTE band (upload) links are allowed to leak energy into the Z-Wave band. Builders of
terminal equipment that integrates LTE and Z-Wave transceivers may have to take certain precautions to
improve Z-Wave operation.

2.1

Purpose

This note explains which improvements builders of terminal equipment that integrates LTE and Z-Wave
transceivers could implement to improve coexistence of these two wireless technologies.
This note gives examples of how to decrease performance degradation caused by LTE sideband
emissions and blocking.

2.2

Audience and prerequisites

Z-Wave Partners.
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3 LTE – Z-WAVE COEXISTENCE SCENARIO
The majority of LTE traffic is download of content from the web. The LTE download band is often placed
sufficiently far from the Z-Wave band and well outside the Sigma recommended SAW filters pass band.
Hence LTE download activity has no effect on the Z-Wave transceivers.
In certain scenarios, persistent and significant LTE upload streaming may occur, which is likely to
occasionally prevent the hosted Z-Wave node from communicating with remote nodes if the design
recommendations presented in this note is not implemented carefully.

3.1

Same-box scenario and antenna path loss

The scenario studied here integrates a LTE module, possibly with multiple antennas, with a Z-Wave
module with antenna. The antennas are confined to the shared enclosure/box, and they hence reside in
close proximity spaced only 5 to 15 cm.
Path loss, as a measure of the non-desired coupling of signals emitted from the LTE and picked up by
the Z-Wave antenna, is a key point of interest here.
The path loss between the antennas of these two systems depends on the design of these, and will most
likely be in the range from 15dB to 30dB. Careful design of fixed antennas will be required to achieve the
30dB path loss required. The results presented in the rest of this note are based on an (by design)
achieved path loss of 30dB. If the path loss is less, then the results must be adjusted with the appropriate
difference. Values that need to be adjusted are augmented with the proper instructions in the following.

3.2

LTE bands, bandwidths, and TX power

In several regions, upload in the LTE band occurs at frequencies located closer than 10 MHz from
frequencies used by Z-Wave. Due to the high power level allowed, in addition to the loose restrictions on
side band emissions granted to the LTE band, the LTE upload may interfere significantly with the
operation of a listening Z-Wave node located nearby.
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Table 1 LTE and Z-Wave frequencies by region

Region

E-UTRA Operating
Band

Uplink
UE Transmit (MHz)

Z-Wave Bands [MHz]

Korea

8

880 – 915

919.7, 921.7 , 923.1

Korea2

26 & 5

814 - 849

919.7, 921.7 , 923.1

EU

20
8

832 – 862
880 – 915

868.40, 869.85

US

26

814 - 849

908.4, 916

JAPAN

8

888 - 915

922.5 , 923.9, 926.3

AUSTRALIA

8

880 - 915

919.8, 921.4

These regions have LTE band that are far from Z-Wave:
New Zealand (uses band 28 = 700MHz)
China (uses band 3,39,1,40,38 All > 1800MHz)
Hong Kong (uses band 3,40,7 , All > 1800MHz)
India (uses band 3,40 , All > 1800MHz)

3.3

Collision risk

This section discuss the collision event where a gateway product LTE upload activity prevents an
embedded Z-Wave receiver from decoding a message sent to it from another (more or less distant) ZWave transmitter.
Two effects can prevent the Z-Wave radio from receiving a Z-Wave message:

1. The sideband emissions (OOB, Out-Of-Band emissions) of LTE leaks directly into the Z-Wave
band where it masks weaker signals from (remote) Z-Wave nodes.
2. The LTE signal in itself is large enough to block or compress the Z-Wave receiver.
The LTE OOB specification can be used to derive a worst case prediction of the LTE interference.
However the result of such calculation does not correlate with the average to-be-expected result. The
fact is that OOB emissions from most commercially available LTE chipsets are reported to be much less
(15-20 dB) than the upper limit allowed by the LTE specification. Additionally a single LTE node is very
unlikely to be granted all LTE upload Resource Blocks (50 RB in 10MHz BW) of its cell concurrently,
although this is a theoretical possibility. The LTE specification limit for OOB emissions into Z-Wave
bands is a function of the number of resources granted to uploading unit, which is significantly smaller
when less than all upload resources are used.
Another fact that should be considered when estimating the impact is that the actual transmitted output
power during an LTE upload is often less than the maximum allowed. The upload power, which is set by
the base station, is often limited with the intention to preserve battery power of the device and to reduce
interferences in the cell. It is a rare scenario to see a constant upload power of 23 dBm (the upper limit)
taking place, and calculations of the LTE blocking risk must take this into consideration.
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For both cases a representative scenario is needed. Such is presented in ref. [1] (more details about the
setup used in ref. [1] is shown in Appendix A.3 ). By using this scenario and the associated
measurements, the likely consequence for the Z-Wave link is calculated. Note that the result of this
calculation assumes the usage of the SAW filter specified in Appendix A.2. Other, and more suitable,
SAW filters may be used to improve results.

3.4

Radio performance with or without optimized SAW filter

In case the local LTE unit is uploading continuously with a data rate of 2 Mbps, and one of the current
used SAW filters is used (which does not provide protection against a significantly range of the LTE
signal band) is used to protect the Z-Wave receiver, the expected result is that when the LTE signal is
outside the SAW filter pass band a degradation of sensitivity by 7 dB will take place in 50% of the time,
and heavily blocking will take place the remaining time. An improved layout and a SAW filter with a more
suitable pass band is needed to improve the result.
Table 2 Performance of presently used Silicon Labs (pre-mounted) SAW filters

Region

Performance

Australia,
Japan,
Korea

Blocking risk exists: While a 2mbps LTE data load is continuously sending, Z-Wave will be
unaffected 25 percent of the time, affected with a degradation of sensitivity by 7 dB in
another 25% the time and heavily affected in the remaining time.

EU

Blocking risk exists: While a 2mbps LTE data load is continuously sending, Z-Wave will be
affected with a degradation of sensitivity by 55 dB in 50% of the time and further 16 dB
degradation in the remaining time.

US,
1
Korea2

OOB emission risk exists: While a 2mbps LTE data load is continuously sending, Z-Wave
receivers will not experience any degradation in performance (sensitivity) for at least 70% of
the time.

As shown in Table 2, a constant and continuously LTE upload can affect Z-Wave communication in
scenarios where Z-Wave and LTE are in close proximity.
To minimize blocking events, it is therefore recommended to use a SAW filter with filter characteristics as
specified in section 3.5.The remaining degradation of Z-Wave communication is caused by sideband
emissions from LTE. Assuming the scenario from ref. [1], the estimated effect from sideband emission is
shown in Table 3. Each line lists the worst degradation of sensitivity that will occur in the region specified.
This degradation will occur in an estimated 70 percent of the time in periods during which the LTE is
continuously uploading 2Mbps. As shown, several channels will not be affected in this timeslot at all, e.g.
channel-2 in Korea as well as all channels in US and Japan will not be affected.

1

If only LTE band 26 & band 5 is used in Korea the present H-region SAW filter is sufficient
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Table 3 When an optimal SAW filter is used, and while continuously uploading LTE, the sensitivity will in
about 70% of this time maximally be degraded by the following numbers

Region:
Australia_v1

ch0
2

degradation

ch1

degradation

ch2

degradation

919.8

23dB

921.4

14dB

Australia_v2

919.8

8dB

921.4

5dB

EU_v1

869.85

0dB

868.4

14dB

EU_v2

869.85

0dB

868.4

4.5dB

JAPAN_v1

922.5

1dB

923.9

0dB

926.3

0dB

JAPAN_v2

922.5

0dB

923.9

0dB

926.3

0dB

Korea_v1

919.7

24dB

921.7

11dB

923.1

0dB

Korea_v2

919.7

8dB

921.7

3.5dB

923.1

0dB

3

922.5

0dB

923.9

0dB

926.3

0dB

Korea2 _v2

4

922.5

0dB

923.9

0dB

926.3

0dB

US_v1

908.4

0dB

916

0dB

US_v2

908.4

0dB

916

0dB

Korea2 _v1

3.5

Implementation recommendations

Based on the results of section 3.3, the overall recommendations are:

1. Maximize the path loss between LTE and Z-Wave antennas. A path loss of 30 dB is assumed in
the calculations shown next. If the path loss is less than 30 dB, then the attenuation of the SAW
filter should be increased proportionally to compensate fully.
2. Optimize the SAW filter specification according to Figure 1. It is required that the attenuation
band of the SAW filter extends close to the Z-Wave band. The recommended frequency freqatten
and the needed attenuation at this frequency is listed in Table 4 for each region.
An example of a SAW filter specification suitable for EU is shown in Appendix A.1.

2

_v1 and _v2 refers to two different LTE base-station vendors (vendor_1 and vendor_2) used in ref. [1]

3

If only LTE band 26 & band 5 is used in Korea the present H-region SAW filter is sufficient

4

If only LTE band 26 & band 5 is used in Korea the present H-region SAW filter is sufficient
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freq2atten

freqatten freqpass

Frequency (MHz)

Max 3dB IL

LTE Bands
(Blocker)

Z-Wave
bands

Other bands
(could be LTE)

Attenmin
Attenuation
(dB)
Figure 1 SAW filter recommendations for improved performance

Table 4 Recommended SAW filter specification for improved performance

region

freqatten

AUSTRALIA

915 MHZ

EU

862 MHz

JAPAN
KOREA

(freq2atten)

freqpass

Attenmin
(min. Attenuation)

Optimal Attenuation

919.7 MHZ

28 dB

38 dB

868.3 MHz

28 dB

38 dB

915 MHz

922.4 MHz

28 dB

38 dB

915 MHz

919.6MHz

28 dB

38 dB

880 MHz

Below the regions where the presently mounted SAW filter is sufficient is shown (as the spec. shown in Appendi
x A.2 already fulfills the requirements for attenuation)
US
KOREA2

5

5

849 MHz

908.3 MHz

28 dB

38 dB

849 MHz

919.6MHz

28 dB

38 dB)

If only LTE band 26 & band 5 is used in Korea the present H-region SAW filter is sufficient
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Conclusion

With the SAW filter and path loss recommendations presented in this document, Z-Wave communication
will be considerably less effected by LTE communication. The residual effect is reduced to occasional
minor sensitivity degradations.
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APPENDIX A

Appendix A.1

Example of optimized SAW filter for EU

An example of a optimal SAW filter is shown in Figure 1 . It is the seen that the typical performance (the green
line) reach an attenuation of +30dB in less than 3MHz. Looking at the solid horizontal lines the worst case (I.e
process/temperature) number is approximately 5.5MHz.

Figure 1 SAW filter example (for the EU region)
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SAW Filters mounted on 500 series modules

The pictures below shows the SAW filters mounted on the 500 serie modules (in blue) compared to the
ones used in the 400 serie modules (in red)

Figure 3.2: Region E narrow band

Figure 3.3: Region E wide band

Figure 3.4: Region U narrow band

Figure 3.5: Region U wide band

Figure 3.6: Region H narrow band
silabs.com | Building a more connected world.
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Description of ‘typical setup’

Ref. [1] uses a setup consisting of an LTE system with 10MHz bandwidth placed in the LTE Band from
852-862 MHz and interfering with the 862 -870MHz band used for short range devices (SRDs) in EU.
The definition of a typical setup is quite difficult but the setup used in ref. [1] is a WIFI router using LTE
as backhaul to the internet. This WIFI router is used to upload data with different data rates which all
results in different LTE usage of both Resource Block (RB) usage and power levels. For all these
different scenarios the actual RB usage is monitored together with the resulting OOB emissions and
Power level.
Ref. [1] also list numbers which are useful considering that the LTE frequencies in question are for the
User Equipment, e.g. a phone or gateway that uploads data to a base station. As an example streaming
a 45 minute tv-show in HD requires a data rate between 1 to 1.5Mbps. The theoretical maximum
bandwidth of a 10MHz channel is 43Mbps using all 50 RBs (practical measured data rates are although
20Mbps probably due to error coding overhead). Uploading a 2 hour movie takes approx. 20 min with a
5Mbps data rate.
The LTE radio used for the study was found to be one of the noisier (out of 4 possible) so the result does
not seem to be too optimistic.
Figure 1 shows an example of the distribution of the usage of the individual RBs as the data rate is
increased (for two different base station vendors). As seen most RBs are used although only a small
percentage of the time.

Figure 2 RB usage of live LTE uplink measurements (from Ref.1)

Even though only a small data rate is used which only requires usage of a few RBs then these are
distributed between nearly all RBs. As the RBs located closer to the upper band edge affects Z-Wave
much harder than those further away the actual distribution and the associated OOB emission at the ZWave channels is of interest. These numbers are found in ref. [1] (although at slightly different offsets
which has been extrapolated and interpolated when necessary).
The measurements in ref. [1] was performed with base stations from two different vendors (V1 and V2)
and the test location for V2 where closer to the base station and less spectrum resources were required
for the desired data rates than with V1. The result found has been converted to the appropriate Z-Wave
silabs.com | Building a more connected world.
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bands and an assumption for this result is that the path loss between the LTE module and Z-Wave is
30dB.
Knowledge about a noise-less airtime of 70% is not enough information to assure unaffected z-wave
operation. This can only be the case if the actual distribution of the noise-free times permits time-gaps
that are wide enough for Z-Wave to be able to communicate before a new noise spike comes up. For this
reason the actual RB distribution versus time is found from ref. [2].
Two plots from Ref. [2] is shown in Figure 7 where it is verified that each occupation of a RB last for 1
ms. It is also found that there would available free airtime for the Z-Wave communication.

Figure 7 Real life measurements of RB usage. A) 2.54Mbps UE upload, 10ms B) data-rate unknown, 100ms
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